AFX ELECTRIC HO RACING CARS

1773:400
AFX DODGE CHARGER STOCK CAR

1769:400
AFX FORD “BAJA BRONCO”

1768:400
AFX SHADOW “CAN-AM”

1767:400
AFX LOLA T-260

AFX “FLAMETHROWER”™ CARS
WITH HEADLIGHTS
All the speed, control and high performance of AFX racers—
plus operating headlights for racing in the dark!

1798:400
AFX “FLAMETHROWER” PORSCHE 917

1799:400
AFX “FLAMETHROWER” FERRARI 512M

All AFX cars packed 24 per carton. Weight: 9 lbs.
AFX sets new standards for styling, design and performance in HO model motoring.


Breathtaking speed. Unbelievable control. High-performance cars that can't be touched by anything in sight.

All with the exclusive AFX self-lubricating Nylatron chassis and a low, road-hugging center of gravity. Plus AFX super-fat sponge race tires, spring-balanced pickup shoes and a deep slot guide pin that makes for faster-than-ever cornering, better control and handling—lap after lap.

Now in a dramatic new "showcase" package for '73!
Super-star performance—Now in 4 super racing colors

A/FX Super II is the first production HO model racer that is precision-engineered for record breaking performance—right out of the box!

A/FX Super II runs up to 35% faster than a stock A/FX car operated at the same voltage. Speed-timed and track-tested at over 2,000 scale mph.

A/FX Super II is assembled and factory-tested with the meticulous care of a limited edition custom-made racer—yet is priced within reach of the discriminating model motoring fan.

① SUPER-LITE VAC-FORMED BODY
② INTEGRATED NOSE WEIGHT AND BODY MOUNT
③ FULLY ARTICULATED SIDE WEIGHTS
④ LIGHTWEIGHT PICKUP SHOES*
⑤ MACHINED ALUMINUM FRONT WHEELS
⑥ LOW-FRICTION O-RING TIRES
⑦ MACHINED ALUMINUM RACING WHEELS
⑧ SUPER-SOFT SPONGE TIRES
⑨ DOUBLE-WOUND QUADRA-LAM ARMATURE
⑩ 19 TOOTH SUPER-MESH CROWN GEAR
⑪ SUPER-COOL COMMUTATOR BRUSH TUBE ASSEMBLY
⑫ SUPER MAGNETS

* Braided pickup shoes for competition racing are included.
2544
AFX BANKED HAIRPIN CURVE
The tightest HO racing curve! Built-in speed walls and AFX extra-deep slots for high speed turns on this unique 6” radius banked curve.
Carton pack 12. Weight 14 lbs.

2467
AFX MONZA BANKED CURVE SET
A four piece 9” radius banked curve set—with AFX extra-deep racing slots. Use alone or set up inside the Daytona Banked Curve.
Carton pack 12. Weight 7 lbs.

2545
AFX DAYTONA BANKED CURVE SET
Two high speed 12” radius banked curves with built-in guard rails and AFX extra-deep racing slots. Track supports included.
Carton pack 12. Weight 13 lbs.

2543
AFX BANKED "S" CURVE SET
This exclusive pair of banked "S" curves combines to make 3'4" of exciting, high speed racing action. Modular design permits maximum layout flexibility—used singly, in pairs, or fours. Built-in guard rails and AFX extra-deep racing slots.
Carton pack 12. Weight 18 lbs.

AFX cars are not included in AFX Banked Curve Sets
AFX Model Motoring is a completely modular system that grows... and grows... and grows! AFX sets can be expanded to make hundreds of different and exciting layouts—simply by adding AFX track, cars and racing accessories.

2501: 9" WIGGLE
Carton pack 48. Weight 7 lbs.

2502: 9" DOUBLE CROSS (PAIR)
Carton pack 48 pairs. Weight 8 lbs.

2503: 9" "Y" TRACK (PAIR)
Carton pack 48 pairs. Weight 19 lbs.

2506: 9" COBBLESTONE TRACK AND SIGN
Carton pack 48. Weight 7 lbs.

2513: 9" RADIUS CRISSCROSS (PAIR)
Carton pack 48 pairs. Weight 25 lbs.

2521: 9" JUNCTION TURNOFF (PAIR)
Carton pack 12 pairs. Weight 7 lbs.

2523: 90° INTERSECTION
Carton pack 24. Weight 12 lbs.

2524: 9" CRISSCROSS (PAIR)
Carton pack 48 pairs. Weight 10 lbs.

2539: 9" SQUEEZE
Carton pack 48. Weight 7 lbs.

2551: 9" ADAPTER TRACK (PAIR)
Carton pack 48 pairs. Weight 17 lbs.

**NOTE:** No. 2551 Adapter Track is used to join old style Aurora HO track together with the new AFX Speed-Lok track.

1593 DAREDEVIL OBSTACLE COURSE ACCESSORIES
Carton pack 48. Weight 12 lbs.
AFX SPEED-LOK™
HIGH PERFORMANCE TRACK

CURVED TRACK
2514: 9” RADIUS (1/4 circle)
Carton pack 48. Weight 5 lbs.
2519: 6” RADIUS (1/4 circle)
Carton pack 48. Weight 6 lbs.
2519: 9” RADIUS (1/4 circle)
Carton pack 48. Weight 10 lbs.
2528: 12” RADIUS (1/4 circle)
Carton pack 48. Weight 7 lbs.
2533: 15” RADIUS (1/4 circle)
Carton pack 48. Weight 9 lbs.
2540: 6” RADIUS (1/4 circle)
Carton pack 48. Weight 3 lbs.

STRAIGHT TRACK
2515: 5” STRAIGHT
Carton pack 48. Weight 4 lbs.
2516: 7” STRAIGHT
Carton pack 48. Weight 6 lbs.
2517: 9” STRAIGHT
Carton pack 48. Weight 8 lbs.
2526: 9” LAP COUNTER (Not shown)
Carton pack 48. Weight 10 lbs.
2527: 6” STRAIGHT
Carton pack 48. Weight 5 lbs.
2542: 15” STRAIGHT
Carton pack 48. Weight 12 lbs.
2548: 15” STRAIGHT (4 PC. PACK)
Carton pack 12 4-pc. packs. Weight 14 lbs.

2504
LOOP-THE-LOOP
(PAIR—WITH TRACK)
Carton pack 12. Weight 15 lbs.

1594
SPIRAL TRACK SUPPORT
Carton pack 48. Weight 19 lbs.
Three AFX high performance diagnostic units—professional test equipment for HO racing buffs! Use them individually, or as a test center.

1544
AFX "SPEED SHIFTER POWER CONTROL"
Carton pack 12. Weight 9 lbs.

1545
AFX "WEIGHT ANALYZER"
Carton pack 12. Weight 9 lbs.

1547
AFX "DYNO TACH"
Carton pack 12. Weight 10 lbs.

1481
AFX HIGH PERFORMANCE PARTS KIT
Carton pack 48. Weight 6 lbs.

1450: START-FINISH PYLONS
Carton pack 36. Weight 7 lbs.

1451: JUDGE'S STAND
Carton pack 36. Weight 9 lbs.

1452: GRANDSTAND
Carton pack 36. Weight 24 lbs.

1453: DUAL PIT STOP
Carton pack 36. Weight 21 lbs.

1456: CURVED BLEACHERS
Carton pack 36. Weight 15 lbs.

ADDITIONAL AFX RACING ACCESSORIES

1345: AURORA-RUSKIT
80 OHM SPEED CONTROL (FOR T-JET CARS)
Carton pack 24. Weight 6 lbs.

1347: T-JET RACING SPEED CONTROL
Carton pack 24. Weight 4 lbs.

1529: TRESTLE EXTENSIONS (SET OF 12)
Carton pack 36. Weight 4 lbs.

1530: TRESTLE POST ASSORTMENT
Carton pack 72. Weight 2 lbs.

1531: 2 LANE TRACK JOINERS AND LOCK SET (24 JOINERS, 12 LOCKS)
Carton pack 72. Weight 5 lbs.

1532: GUARD RAILS (SET OF 8)
Carton pack 48 sets. Weight 12 lbs.

1591: MODULAR BRIDGE POSTS (24)
Carton pack 48. Weight 17 lbs.

1592: MODULAR BRIDGE BEAM SET
(4–3” Beams, 24 Posts)
Carton pack 48. Weight 15 lbs.

1599: MODULAR BRIDGE BEAMS (6” WIDE—SET OF 4)
Carton pack 48. Weight 7 lbs.

1590: AFX QUIKEE-LOK™ TRACK AND CAR TOOL
Carton pack 48. Weight 5 lbs.